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Abstract  
The advanced Einstein and Tesla technology has been developed by the military, which is 
then secondarily used as smart technology to make our life better. New weapon technologies 
have secretly 1000s gigawatts in many countries. Some antennas based on Tesla's 
electromagnetic transmission have power of 100 GW. Starts, stops and load rejections are 
difficult to analyze and must be systematically checked on-site and controlled to prevent and 
mitigate troubles and catastrophes. The greatest stresses and vibrations in non-stationary 
processes are the causes of troubles and accidents. The weather forecasts whenever changed 
proof that Fluid Dynamics’ science is inaccurate. Licensed Professional Engineers of Ontario 
(PEO) and all staff involved in design, operation, maintenance and management must 
understand the software tools and carefully consider whether it is suitable for this purpose. 
The Appendix 2 is the PowerPoint presentation. 

Scenario of Our Planet's Disaster 

The Star War button pressed intentionally or by accident; Tesla’s electromagnetic waves kill 

people or act on their brains. Other countries (USA, Russia, Germany…) to protect themselves 

activate their systems similar to HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) and 

HAARP itself. Thousands of gigawatts (1000s billion watts) launched into ionosphere at the speed 

of light (300,000 km/s) to burn enemy satellites and spacecrafts. Electricity grids blackouts. All 

electric plants emergency closed. Nuclear plants water cooling system protection from catastrophe 

do not protect or not properly designed. Nuclear chain reaction transfer masses into energy 

(Einstein’s theory). Nobody survive or may be just few! For how long they can survive if 

ionosphere ruined and sun burns our planet. What happens to water? 

Remote control of Smart Meters can in few second disconnect selected consumers and transfer 

gigawatts of energy to Star War systems like HAARP to heat ionosphere at the speed of light. If 

we are lucky from the ionosphere thousands of Gigawatts not to reflect, it could happen that our 

planet survives. For this case, the electrical system must be safe. These transients must be safe! 

We must protect our home planet this never to happen! Can we do this? 

Undetectable Weather and Brain Manipulation 

“MacDonald …in his chapter, "How To Wreck The Environment", …describes the use of weather 

manipulation, climate modification, polar ice cap melting or destabilization, ozone depletion 

techniques, earthquake engineering, ocean wave control and brain wave manipulation utilizing the 
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planet's energy fields. He also said that these types of weapons would be developed and, when 

used, would be virtually undetectable by their victims.” [1] 

Professional Engineers Ontario (PEO) Responsibility 

Fluid Dynamics applies approximate solution, therefore must be carefully verified by experienced 

and knowledgeable experts. [Any Fluid Mechanics text book for students] 

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) apply numerical solutions of approximate equations having 

no other solutions, so only site verifications validations are appropriate. [Any CFD book] 

Professional engineers are responsible for the accuracy, completeness and acceptability of all 

aspects of the services they provide, including information obtained using software. Given the 

increasing reliance on computer software, engineers should ensure a comprehensive verification 

of the software’s performance exists. [6] 

Engineering practitioners (licensed professional engineers Ontario, all staff involved in design, 

operation, maintenance, manage, etc.) must understand the limitations of the software tools 

proposed to be used for an engineering project and carefully consider whether the software is 

appropriate for the purpose intended. [6] Results of computations are always approximate.  

All Three Gorges turbines manufacturers failed to detect a similarity from their model tests and 

CFD simulations to the prototype. There is no boundary-layer main stream similarity for model 

and prototype. [4]   

Stay Vane and Wicket Gate Relationship Study interesting result is that all performance tests 

showed a decrease in turbine efficiency, sometimes as high as 0.6%, which is counter to what was 

predicted by the CFD modeling. [7] 

The measured minus calculated the maximum pressure in the penstock of the Bajina Basta Pump 

Storage Plant is 40 m or 7% compared to the rated head 600 mWC1. Such calculations are accurate 

enough if the difference is less than 10%. [5] 

Most turbines and pumps operate under cavitation conditions followed by two-phase flow in the 

downstream parts of the system. Similarity between mathematical model, laboratory model and 

prototype are known to be highly influenced by the air content in the fluid. In the case of intensive 

cavitation and/or air entrained into the fluid, similarity is very poor. Very often there is no 

similarity at all. [5] 

Genious of Einstein and Tesla's Killing the Planet 

Advanced Einstein and Tesla Technology will kill our home planet, otherwise applied as smart 

technologies, to make our life better. 

Alaska Classified 100 GW probably gas plants, supply electricity to The High Frequency Active 

Auroral Research Program (HAARP), a joint project of the United States Air Force and Navy, 

based in Alaska. The project is a research program designed to study the ionosphere to develop 

new weapons technology. (Figure 1) [1] It is microwave in the space and the Earth. 

                                                           
1 mWC - unit for pressure measurement 
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“In the last section of the report, the power levels that the Red Cross expects by the end of the 

decade are set at 100,000,000,000 watts2 - the same 100-gigawatt level "desired" by HAARP 

planners.3 (1991) 

The Worldwide is much more than 1000 GW classified. “…HAARP …included the USSR, 

Canada, Japan, Greenland, Norway, Finland, New Zealand and others.” In the U.S. such systems 

are located in Arecibo, Puerto Rico, and Fairbanks, Alaska. Other installations are at Tromso, 

Norway; Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod and Apatity, Russia; Kharkov, Ukraine and Dushanbe, 

Tadzhikistan. [1] (First edition 1995) 

Safety of Classified 1000s Gigawatts 

New weapon technologies have 1000 gigawatts of installed electrical energy in many countries. 

Some antennas based on Tesla’s electromagnetic transfer of energy have like HAARP 100 GW 

capacity (Figure 1).  

Transients operations (start, stop, load rejection, etc.) are severe and must be analysed, verified on 

site, and controlled. The greatest stresses and vibrations are in non-stationary processes. [5] 

Ionospheric Heaters 

Meanwhile, the military builds its biggest ionospheric heater yet, to deliberately create more 

instabilities in a huge plasma layer - the ionosphere - and to rev up the energy level of charged 

particles. [1] (First edition 1995) 

Ionosphere Amplify Energy Up To 1000 Times 

With the above examples in mind imagine the nonlinear effects of one billion watts of effective 

radiated power being directed at the ionosphere by the HAARP transmitter. This is the first phase 

capability of the project. The second phase will increase the effective radiated power levels even 

further- to 4.7 billion watts! In our book we point out that energy in certain frequencies when 

reaching the outermost portions of the ionosphere can be amplified up to 1000 times by natural 

processes. This phenomenon has been recorded by scientists at UCLA4 who have observed the 

results of these power amplifications at a fraction of the power level which HAARP will transfer 

                                                           
2 Expert Meeting on Certain Weapon Systems and on Implementation Mechanisms in International Law", Report of 
the International Committee of the Red Cross, Geneva, Switzerland, May 30 - June 1, 1994. Issued July 1994. 
3 PL/GP Technical Memorandum No. 195; "Presentations from the HAARP Workshop on Ionospheric Heating 
Diagnostics, 30 April - 2 May 1991, Hillips Laboratory (AFSC), Hanscom AFB, MA. 01731-5000"; Editor, Major Drew 
Fisher; October 22,1991. 
4 UCLA most commonly refers to the University of California, Los Angeles, an American public university. 

Figure 1 HAARP is designed to 
develop new weapons 

technology in the space. 
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to this region. This is extremely important in considering what may occur with this level of energy. 

A serious environmental disaster may well be the result. 

Approaching Disasters 

The most uncertain science - Fluid Dynamics analyses of atmosphere instabilities are uncertain or 

even incorrect; Only site test verification confirms the results. [1] Site is our home planet. How 

than to verify catastrophe? 

Weather Forecasts Whenever Change Proof That Science Is Inaccurate 

Fluid Dynamics involved in big space software are uncertain and erroneous. 

Heating as input of energy change the initial condition; the calculation results are different! 

Let’s hope we will be smart to apply genius of Tesla and Einstein our home planet to make more 

comfortable for us. 

History 

On the Pump.  

“THIS useful Piece of Mechanism was fust invented by Ctesebes, a Mathematician of Alexandria, 

about a hundred and twenty Years before Christ. When the Air's Pressure came afterwards to be 

known, 'twas much improved; and 'tis now brought to a great Degree of Perfection.” [2] (See 

Appendix 1) 

Veins, Arteries and Nerves 

The Veins, Arteries and Nerves (the two first of which being the Channels’ which conduct the 

Blood to and from the Heart, the source of Life : the other being the Conveyance of the animal; 

Spirits from the Seat of Perception, the Brain) are divided, branched and universally distributed all 

over the Mussels ; since no one Point of the Flesh can be prick’d, but Blood will thence follow and 

Sensation there be raised. [2] (See Appendix 1) 

On the Wind 

“To these Particulars, and such as these, is owing the manifest Irregularity and Uncertainty of the 

Winds in Climates far distant from the Equator.” [2] (See Appendix 1) 

Books and Articles 

Many books and articles have been written on the safety of hydraulic systems but the book [5 

Pejovic S., Gajic A., The Rules for Hydraulic Transient Design Analysis - Guide for Designers 

and Manufacturers - Recommendations for Investors and Managers, Toronto – Belgrade, 2018, 

pp. 128.] is the only updated guidelines.  

Conclusions 

This article is based on information from twenty years ago. The HAARP and the Star Wars are 

military classified programs, so it is difficult to say to what level the Einstein's and Tesla's ideas 

have been developed. The YouTube, the Internet, many books, articles and publications give 

contradictory information. 

This article points out possible disasters and consequences if the safety of the systems and facilities 

is not ensured that they are safe in operation and particularly in transients - turn on and off 1000s 

GW electric plants, grids and components. 
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Appendix 2 Power Point presentation 
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